Parking Hangtags, Stickers, and Temporary Hangtags

753-15-49672DJF

Responses to Questions

Question #1. Do you have copy samples available for the hangtags, stickers and temporary hangtags, to help with pricing?
Response: SHSU will not be providing any samples of permits for this bid request.

Question #2. What is the holographic security film?
Response: It is a layer of hologram film that displays grid pattern, original secure, or genuine when the hangtag permit is held at an angle with proper lighting. There is not a specific material requirement for this feature as long as it achieves the use of a hologram as a security feature.

Question #3. Are you wanting a price for both holographic security film and security foil printed on the hangtags and stickers?
Response: Yes, only one item will be selected but both prices should be provided as a separate line item.

Question #4. How many different four-color artworks will you have for the hangtags and stickers?
Response: There is a possibility of nine (9) different versions.

Question #5. What type of stock material are the bicycle and motorcycle stickers?
Response: The sticker decals can be a white polypropylene or white vinyl.

Question #6. Will the bicycle and motorcycle stickers print with 4C artwork? If no, what are the specs?
Response: The stickers should be specified to meet a 4 color process with text, picture and numbering.

Question #7. Will the bicycle and motorcycle stickers have the holographic security film and security foil?
Response: The stickers will only require a self-destruct die-cut.

Question #8. Will the bicycle and motorcycle stickers have printing on the liner?
Response: Yes, with front and back text.

Question #9. Are all motorcycle stickers 2 x 2"?
Response: Yes

Question #10. Has Transcore been selected for your RFID system?
Response: Yes, Transcore is the sole source vendor for RFID with our parking management system.

Question #11. For the Garage Hangtags are you wanting a price only for the 3 track magnetic stripe or Transcore RFID also?
Response: The hangtag should only be priced with the 3 track magnetic stripe. Transcore eGo decals should be priced for RFID.